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ABSTRACT

Objectives: This study aims to evaluate the completeness and structure of information transfer between nurses and physicians during the daily ward rounds on surgical wards after the introduction of the SBAR (Situation, Background, Assessment, Recommendation)-communication tool.

Methods: The SBAR-tool was adjusted and implemented for use in participating surgical wards in three Dutch hospitals. An observation protocol was developed to observe the use of the SBAR-structure during daily ward rounds and the process during the rounds. Monthly observations on each ward were conducted by study researchers in real-time from September 2008 until September 2009.

Results: In total, 43 daily rounds were observed in which 729 patients were discussed by the care professionals participating in the rounds. The rounds were usually led by physicians and the role of the nurses was relatively limited. The observations showed substantial variation between wards in the time to discuss a patient and the tasks performed during the rounds. The Situation was discussed for 86.9% of the patients, the Background for 77.0%, the Safety Concerns as part of the Assessment for 77.6% and the Recommendations/actions for 87.2% of the patients. The specific timeframe for a required action was addressed for 33.7% of patients and for 5.7% actions were reported back for confirmation.

Conclusions: Many SBAR-items were often included in the patient discussions during the daily ward rounds, except for timing and confirmation of required actions. Including these items is important but changing usual practice requires a more elaborate process than only introducing SBAR and should involve the nurses and physicians from the ward.
INTRODUCTION

Communication failures are a widely recognised cause of unintended events and avoidable harm in hospital care [1-4]. Communication failures are broad and can include insufficient, ambiguous or unclear information and the exchange of faulty information [2,5]. In addition, the causation often involves complex issues, such as hierarchical differences between care professionals which can prevent individuals from speaking up [2].

The daily ward round is a recurring important communication moment in hospital care. During this round, the involved care professionals discuss the status of the patient, the treatment plan, and inform the patient. The goal of the daily ward rounds is to come to an integrated plan of care for the patient [6]. Therefore, effective communication and exchange of information between nurses and physicians during these ward rounds is important. However, Stickrath et al. found that there was limited communication between attending physicians and nurses during the rounds on a general medicine ward. In addition, relevant items such as specific aspects of the patient were not included in the discussion of the patient care plan [7].

Multiple strategies have been suggested to improve communication during clinical handover moments, such as the use of standardised communication tools. They are recommended to support an environment in which individuals can speak up and discuss their concerns [5]. Many such structured communication tools have been developed, of which SBAR (Situation, Background, Assessment, Recommendation) is identified most often in literature [8]. SBAR was originally developed by the United States Navy and used as a communication model by submarine personnel [9]. It was later adapted by Kaiser Permanente for use in hospitals as a structured and formalised model to improve effective communication between nurses and physicians [10]. The goal of SBAR is to come to a shared mental model about the patient when transferring information from one care provider to another [11]. SBAR has been tested in different settings in recent years. It showed a positive effect in hospital settings [12,13], a rehabilitation setting [14], and long-term care [15,16]. On the other hand, a study in a simulated setting showed no improvement in the telephone referral performance of junior doctors when using SBAR [17]. Also, no significant improvement was found in an interventional study within an anaesthetic clinic [18].

In the current study, we are interested in the communication process between nurses and physicians, and the use of SBAR during daily ward rounds. The study was conducted in surgical wards; 65% of adverse events in the Netherlands is related to surgery and improvement of information transfer and communication
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was suggested as one of the potential strategies to avoid preventable adverse events [19]. The aim was to gain insight into the process of the rounds and the transfer of information during the daily ward rounds after the introduction of the SBAR-tool. We hypothesise that the introduction of the SBAR-tool provides the nurses with a structured format to actively present the necessary patient information to the physician in a structured manner. This should result in the discussion of relevant topics about the status of a patient during the daily ward rounds in a structured way.

METHODS

Study setting and ethical approval

This longitudinal study was conducted between September 2008 and September 2009 in surgical wards in three hospitals. Even though the data of the study were gathered some time ago the research question is still valid and in need of an answer because, to our knowledge, there is still limited evidence on the potential effects of SBAR during ward rounds. There are three types of hospitals in the Netherlands, one of each type was included in the study; a university, a tertiary teaching and a general hospital. Preselected hospitals from one region were approached for participation in the study to cover the different hospital types. They were recruited for participation through existing contacts within the hospitals. In the university and general hospital, one surgical ward participated. In the tertiary teaching hospital, the surgical ward consisted of three separate sections, they all participated. This study was one of the sub studies of the research programme on ‘Patient Safety and Complex Care’ [20]. The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the VU University Medical Centre in Amsterdam.

Development of SBAR-tool

The Dutch version of SBAR from the national Dutch hospital Patient Safety Program was used as a basis for the development of the tailored SBAR-tool in this study [21]. In collaboration with an experienced surgeon, additional elements relevant for clinical communication between nurses and physicians in surgical departments were added, such as date of operation, wound conditions and drains. The adapted SBAR-tool used in this study is described in table 1. After verification of the SBAR-tool with the nursing heads of the participating departments, the tool was printed on pocket-size laminated cards.
Information transfer and communication with SBAR

Table 1: Adapted SBAR tool for face-to-face communication between nurse and physician

| Situation | Patient identification  
| --- | ---  
| • Current situation of the patient  
| • Recent changes in the situation of the patient  
| • Patient response to the treatment  
| Background | Admission diagnosis and date of admission  
| • Date of surgery, wound condition and drains  
| • List of medication, allergies  
| • Most recent measurement and values of vital signs  
| • Lab values including date and time of test  
| • Other relevant clinical information  
| • Mental condition of the patient  
| Assessment | Which actions were taken or are required AND provide an overview of arguments that led to the (required) action  
| • What are the safety concerns for this patient: critical lab values / important reports, risks (falls, delirium)  
| Recommendation | Necessary Actions including timing, urgency and priority  
| • Who is responsible for the execution of the actions  
| • What is the plan for this patient: what happens next, expected changes, are precautions necessary?  

Implementation of SBAR-tool

Before the start of the study, interviews were conducted with the medical and nursing heads of the departments to get insight into the characteristics of the department and the perceived value of a tool to structure clinical communication during the daily ward rounds. They indicated that using SBAR would be valuable for the daily rounds for the following reasons: structure could be improved during daily rounds, there is a limited role for the nurse, there are different expectations between nurses and physicians in the type of information to discuss and the way this is discussed. Next, the physicians and nurses of the departments were informed about the study by the medical and nursing head.

The implementation of SBAR was primarily aimed at facilitating the communication between the nurses of the department and the physicians. The nurses received a training before the start of the study in which they were instructed on the use of the instrument during the communication moments, such as the daily ward rounds. This training included the following elements: discussion on the usual procedure during the ward rounds, the SBAR-instrument itself and how to use the instrument during handover moments. It was explained that monthly observations of the ward rounds would be conducted to evaluate the use of SBAR. All nurses received a SBAR-card to use during the handover moments. Nurses who were not able to attend one of the meetings were informed with an information leaflet which contained the aforementioned subjects and the SBAR-card. Also, medical staff of the department was informed about the introduction of the SBAR-instrument by email or letter. Information leaflets were made for physicians, informing them about the study and the observations during the rounds.
As a reminder and motivator, newsletters about the study and use of SBAR were made and distributed every three months. Many changes in personnel occurred on the participating wards during the study. Therefore, the SBAR was handed out to the nurses a second time halfway through the study (Spring 2009), and they were again instructed on the use of the instrument.

**Observation protocol**

An observation protocol was developed to observe the use of the SBAR-tool and other contextual factors during the rounds. The observation protocol consisted of two different parts; the first part regarded the general process of each round. For example, information was collected on who takes the lead during the rounds and whether the care professionals participating in the rounds gave their opinion about the suggested treatment. Also, the time at the start and end of the rounds was recorded to calculate an average time per patient. The second part of the observation protocol was aimed at observations on the individual patient level. It consisted of multiple observable questions based on the SBAR-structure. For the elements Assessment and Recommendations specific observable elements were extracted from the SBAR-structure. The questions included in the individual patient observation protocol were:

1. The current Situation of the patient (yes/no)
2. Background of the patient (yes/no)
3. Specific safety concerns (part of the Assessment of the status of the patient) (yes/no)
4. Required actions (part of the Recommendations for the patient) (yes/no)
5. Timing/urgency of actions (part of the Recommendations for the patient) (yes/partly/no)

In addition to the SBAR-structure, two items were added to the observation protocol, namely:

6. Confirmation of the mentioned actions (yes/partly/no)
7. Was the SBAR-structure followed by the nurse when discussing this patient? (were all elements mentioned in the correct order by the nurse) (yes/partly/no)

In addition to the items mentioned in the protocol, the observers made notes during all observations to collect additional information about the context of the rounds, such as how busy it was on the wards. The observation protocol was tested before the start of study: daily ward rounds were observed by two researchers using the protocol. These test sessions were used to test the items
in the protocol and for consensus between researchers about the scoring of the items.

**Observations**

At least once a month, one of the study researchers (with a background in psychology) observed the daily ward rounds in real time in each of the three wards. Because the ward rounds were done at the same time in the three sections of the surgical ward in hospital 1, only one section could be observed at a time. The observer did not intervene in the rounds and observed from a distance in order not to disturb the process and to respect the privacy of patients. No care professional identifiers were registered during the observations to secure the privacy of all involved, only the number and type of care professionals attending the rounds were registered. All care professionals were informed about the observations before the start of the study. It was emphasised that all results would be reported anonymously and that the observations were not measuring individual performances. None of the care professionals objected to participating in the study. If new care professionals were present during the rounds, the observer explained the purpose of the observations and asked whether they agreed with the observations. No patient identifiers or medical information was registered by the observers. They only recorded whether the items were discussed or not.

**Statistical analyses**

All results were analysed with SPSS for Windows V.20.0. Descriptive statistics were used to analyse the data on the characteristics of the wards, the daily ward rounds and the use of SBAR during the information transfer between the nurses and physicians for individual patients. Differences between wards with respect to the average time to discuss a patient (in minutes) and number of care professionals participating in the rounds were tested with univariate ANOVA’s, a p-value of <0.05 was considered a significant difference.
RESULTS

General observations on process of the rounds

All three participating wards were fairly comparable in the way the rounds were conducted. The rounds started between 7.30 - 8.00 am and were mostly led by the ward physician. The ward physician was sometimes accompanied by a member of the surgical staff or an intern. In ward 1 and 2 the patients were discussed by the nurse and physician in the corridor before they entered the room to talk to the patient or do a physical examination. In ward 3, the physicians discussed the patient situation near the bedside, often combined with an examination of the patient. Usually, the nurse accompanied them and had the nursing record of the patient available to answer questions of the physician. In all three wards, the patient was usually informed about the next steps in their treatment. Table 2 shows the background characteristics of the participating wards and the results of the observations on the general level. It shows that in ward 3, on average, more care professionals were involved in the rounds than in the other two wards (p<0.001), such as medical students during their internship on the surgical ward. The mean time to discuss a patient differed significantly between ward 2 and ward 3 (p<0.01). In ward 2 actions were often completed immediately during the rounds, which resulted in a longer average time needed per patient. Table 2 also shows that interruptions during the rounds did not occur often and that questions were asked regularly or often in ward 1 and 2 during the daily rounds, but less so in ward 3. The percentage of rounds in which unasked comments, suggestions for treatment and opinions are regularly or often given is quite low. In ward 2, additional information and clarification was given regularly or often in more than 40% of the rounds, in ward 1 this was in almost 29% of the rounds and for ward 3 this only occurred in 8% of the rounds. Having an open attitude towards each other was common in ward 1 and 2, but less so in ward 3.
Table 2: Characteristics of wards and rounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total, no. (%</th>
<th>Ward no.1, no. (%)</th>
<th>Ward no.2, no. (%)</th>
<th>Ward no.3, no. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital type</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Tertiary teaching</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of daily rounds observed</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of beds on the surgical ward</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24 for each section within the ward, 72 in total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of health care professionals participating in the rounds* # (range, median)</td>
<td>4 (2-10, 3)</td>
<td>3 (2-7, 3)</td>
<td>3 (2-5, 3)</td>
<td>6 (2-10, 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of minutes for discussing a patient (range, median) **</td>
<td>4.8 (1.9-21.8, 3.7)</td>
<td>4.3 (2.5-5.9, 4.5)</td>
<td>7.4 (3.3-21.8, 5.2)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.9-3.1, 2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of rounds in which one care professional often took the lead (=ward physician)</td>
<td>36 (83.7)</td>
<td>12 (85.7)</td>
<td>11 (68.8)</td>
<td>13 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of rounds in which interruptions occur regularly or often</td>
<td>2 (4.6)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (12.6)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of rounds in which questions are regularly or often asked by the participants</td>
<td>24 (55.8)</td>
<td>11 (78.6)</td>
<td>10 (62.5)</td>
<td>3 (23.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of rounds in which unasked comments are regularly or often given</td>
<td>2 (4.6)</td>
<td>1 (7.1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of rounds in which a suggestion for treatment is regularly or often given by the other care professionals (not in the lead)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of rounds in which the participants regularly or often give their opinion</td>
<td>6 (14.0)</td>
<td>3 (21.4)</td>
<td>2 (12.5)</td>
<td>1 (7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of rounds in which additional information and clarification is regularly or often given</td>
<td>12 (27.9)</td>
<td>4 (28.6)</td>
<td>7 (43.8)</td>
<td>1 (7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of rounds in which the participants seem to have an open attitude towards each other</td>
<td>35 (81.4)</td>
<td>13 (92.9)</td>
<td>16 (100.0)</td>
<td>6 (46.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Different nurses participated in the rounds; they joined the rounds when their patients were discussed. Therefore, they were counted only once.

# Significant difference between ward 3 from 1 and 2 F(2,41)=11.76, p < 0.001

** Significant difference between ward 2 and 3 F(2,37) = 7.39 p < 0.01

Individual patient observations of SBAR elements

During the 43 rounds the transfer of information for 729 individual patients were observed. Table 3 provides an overview of the elements of the SBAR that were discussed for individual patients. The SBAR-items Situation (86.9%), Background (77.0%), Safety Concerns (Assessment) (77.6%) and required Actions (Recommendations) (87.0%) were mentioned for the majority of the patients in all wards. However, the timing/urgency of actions was mentioned only in 33.7% of the patients. In addition, the actions were rarely confirmed (5.7%). The structure of SBAR was hardly ever followed by the nurse in the specific given order (3.0%).
Table 3: Percentage of SBAR-elements discussed for individual patients during the rounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements of observation protocol</th>
<th>Total no. and valid % of patients 'yes' (n=729)</th>
<th>Ward no. 1 (n=148)</th>
<th>Ward no. 2 (n=339)</th>
<th>Ward no. 3 (n=242)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Situation</td>
<td>629 (86.9)</td>
<td>134 (91.2)</td>
<td>307 (91.4)</td>
<td>188 (78.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Background*</td>
<td>423 (77.0)</td>
<td>58 (69.9)</td>
<td>214 (79.3)</td>
<td>151 (77.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Safety concerns</td>
<td>535 (77.6)</td>
<td>122 (84.7)</td>
<td>239 (77.9)</td>
<td>174 (73.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Actions</td>
<td>613 (87.0)</td>
<td>129 (94.2)</td>
<td>288 (88.1)</td>
<td>196 (81.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Timing/urgency of actions</td>
<td>233 (33.7)</td>
<td>78 (59.1)</td>
<td>80 (25.1)</td>
<td>75 (31.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Confirmation of actions</td>
<td>39 (5.7)</td>
<td>10 (8.1)</td>
<td>24 (7.4)</td>
<td>5 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Structured according to SBAR</td>
<td>21 (3.0)</td>
<td>7 (5.2)</td>
<td>13 (4.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The background element was changed during the study. In the first version it was defined very narrow but was broadened later on. This resulted in missing values on this element (not observed in final form for 180 patients).

In figure 1, the use of the SBAR elements for all wards combined is distributed over the study period. It shows substantial variation in the items that were mentioned over time, but no long-term changes can be identified. There is a sharp drop in the percentage of patients for who the Situation and Timing is mentioned between the 10th and 11th observation and also a decline in the discussion of the other items. However, this percentage rises to the previous level with the 12th observation moment.

Figure 1: Mentioned SBAR-elements over time and use of SBAR-structure
Additional findings from notes

The notes made during the observations resulted in some additional relevant findings to place the results into context. The first finding relates to the implementation of SBAR. Even though the involved nurses were positive about the instrument beforehand and were committed to using it, the observations showed that it was not used as intended during the daily ward rounds. Even without explicit use of the SBAR-tool, many relevant items were still discussed for individual patients.

As described before, there were some differences between the wards in how the rounds were conducted. For example, if actions regarding treatment were executed immediately or at a later time. However, within the wards the daily rounds showed quite a stable pattern over time, no substantial changes occurred during the research period. In all wards, there was a prominent and leading role for the physician, and the nurses usually answered questions and provided information from the patient records when asked. Especially with more junior nurses it sometimes became clear that they did not prepare well enough for the daily rounds. Some could not answer relatively simple questions about the status of the patient, recent vital signs and actions that were taken. Even though the majority of the SBAR-elements was usually discussed for each patient, it sometimes remained unclear for the nurses what was exactly expected from them based on the discussion.

Individual differences between participants were also observed, some nurses were more assertive than others and they usually had a more prominent role during the rounds. Some nurses actively questioned decisions and suggestions made by the physician or gave suggestions for treatment or actions that should be taken. Also, some physicians explicitly tried to include the nurses more in the daily rounds by asking open ended questions about the status of the patient, suggestions for necessary actions and the opinion of the nurse. These physicians usually also took time to explain why certain decisions were made.

During some rounds the input from the nurses was not always valued by the physician. The observers also noticed that daily rounds were sometimes quite stressful, especially for junior nurses, because they were insecure about their ability to answer questions from the physician or to provide the necessary information. Hierarchical differences seemed to play a role in this; even though all members were usually friendly to each other during the rounds, there was a distinct hierarchy. Not only between physicians and nurses, but also amongst nurses (junior versus senior) and amongst physicians.
In one ward a similar instrument to SBAR was introduced halfway through the study. The aim was to increase the role of the nurses in the communication during the daily rounds. They were expected to take a leading role in communicating relevant information to the physician in a structured manner. The nurses were trained to apply this instrument during the daily rounds and a staff member from the hospital quality department joined the rounds to facilitate training and check the implementation. Although the researchers did observe some changes in the nurses behaviour during these weeks, the effect disappeared soon after the implementation period.

**DISCUSSION**

**Main findings**

This study showed that the elements Situation, Background, Safety Concerns and Actions were discussed for two-thirds of the individual patients by the care professionals. However, the element Timing of required actions was discussed for only one-third of the patients on average in the three wards. Without an explicit agreement on the timing of actions, it can remain unclear what the priority of an action should be, this may have consequences for the continuity of the treatment. The element of confirmation of required actions was left out in the information transfer for most of the patients. Confirmation is important to make sure that both participants share a common awareness of the situation and to be sure that the information received was understood correctly. The structure of SBAR was rarely used in the given order, also the communication was rarely initiated by the nurse to report the necessary information to the physician. The interaction between participants, such as giving suggestions and opinions, was limited during the daily ward rounds, but differed between the wards.

The results show that the physicians stayed in the lead, which could increase the threshold for nurses to actively use the tool and provide the information in a structured format, as they were mainly answering the questions of the physician. It is difficult to change this process in which it is common practice for the nurse to answer questions, instead of reporting the status of a patient in a structured manner. Opinions and suggestions for treatment were rarely given by nurses. The nurses usually followed the suggestions given by the physician and were not accustomed to question them; in almost half of the rounds it was not common to ask questions. The limited task of the nurse during rounds is not unique for our study. Manias & Street found that the task of the nurses during critical care ward rounds was mostly restricted to providing supplementary information [22]. That study also showed that nurses experienced barriers to participate in decision-making activities, such as feelings that their contributions were not valued [22]. The limited role for nurses was also mentioned by Busby
& Gilchrist, who recommended that nurses should participate more actively in the discussion and decision making and generally become more assertive. These observations from over twenty years ago still seem relevant: medical staff dominated the rounds and there is little involvement of other health care professionals [6]. The function of the nurse during the rounds was primarily to provide selected information for medical staff instead of taking a proactive role in the rounds.

One explanation that may prevent the use of SBAR during the rounds is the influence of usual practice during the rounds. It was not common practice in all our three observed wards for the care professionals to use a structured list of topics for the discussion of the patient status, this has also been described by others [23]. It could be argued that there may be no need for such a structure and that the common way of doing the daily ward rounds suffices. The results of our study show that many elements of SBAR were discussed without using a structured format. On the other hand, relevant items such as a timing of a certain action or reporting back were often not included in the discussion. These items should be addressed to complete the handover of information. In addition, using a certain structure, such as SBAR, could increase the mutual understanding between different professions because they know what they can expect from each other. Although the leading role of the physician has practical use; i.e. relevant information is collected efficiently to decide on further treatment, one can argue that a stronger role for the nurse can have benefits. They care for the patient all day and can provide additional relevant information that is not automatically obtained by asking direct questions. Therefore, within this setting of the daily rounds, it could be beneficial if nurses would speak up more often and play a more active role in the daily rounds.

When taking all this into account, it can be questioned whether it is feasible to start the change of this process by introducing a structured handover tool, such as SBAR, amongst the nurses with the goal to increase their role during the daily ward rounds. Several barriers, such as lack of structure, hierarchy, differences in communication style and language have previously been reported in nurse-physician communication [24-27]. Some of these barriers were also present in our study. In addition, a strong sense of usual practice makes it difficult to achieve change. Perhaps these barriers should be addressed first with other methods.
Study strengths and limitations

This study has several strong elements. First, the use of SBAR during the rounds on surgical departments is, to our knowledge, not studied this extensively before in a real time setting. The communication and information transfer between nurse and physician was observed for a large number of patients in three different wards. In addition, we also observed the general characteristics of the rounds for additional information on the procedure during the rounds. The longitudinal nature of the study provided the possibilities to follow the wards for a substantial period of time to get detailed information.

There are also some limitations. First, it was not possible in the current study to involve the physicians more extensively in the SBAR-implementation. Also, more positive enforcement from the nursing heads could have had a positive influence. More and prolonged attention may be required for a successful implementation. This could, for example, be achieved by more extensive training of nurses and physicians, more emphasis on the use of the instrument and periodic evaluation of the use of SBAR with the nurses and physicians. Second, SBAR was not primarily designed for use during hospital rounds. However, in the opinion of the nursing and medical heads, our adjustments made it a usable instrument for this setting. The third limitation refers to the study methods: the presence of the observers may have influenced the behaviour of the nurses and physicians (Hawthorne effect [28]), although the observers did not get the impression that this was the case. Also, the real-time observations may have resulted in missing some elements that were discussed. A final limitation of the current study is that the observers could only register whether the SBAR-elements were discussed, not if the content of the clinical situation was discussed completely or correctly. It is recommended that future studies take this into account by using record review in addition to real-time observations or by adding a observer with in-depth medical knowledge to the observation team.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, we found that many elements were discussed for the majority of individual patients but timing and confirmation of required actions were often not included during the daily ward rounds. Also, there was usually a leading role for the physician and little room for suggestions and opinions of the nurses. Even though the daily ward rounds were already quite thorough in the transfer of information between care professionals, there is still room for improvement. The use of a structured communication tool such as SBAR could potentially help to reduce hierarchical differences and to increase the role of the nurses during the rounds with the aim to come to a shared mental model about the status of a patient and to do this more efficiently. In order to
break through usual practice of the rounds, a more elaborate implementation process is required with active involvement of the nurses and physicians from the ward.
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